AGENDA
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 2019
8:45 A.M.
___________________________________________________________
50 Santa Rosa Avenue, Fifth Floor, Santa Rosa, California
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS CONSENT CALENDAR
1.

Approve March 7, 2019 minutes of the SCPA Board of Directors
meeting (pg. 3)

III. BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR CALENDAR
2.

Receive Internal Operations and Monthly Financial Report and
Provide Direction as Appropriate (pg. 8)

3.

Receive Legislative and Regulatory Updates, Provide Direction as
Appropriate, and Approve Legislative Positions (pg. 21)

4. Update on Default Time-of-Use Pilot and Full Default Time-of-Use
Transition (pg. 32)
5.

Review and Provide Direction on the Annual Budget and Rates for
Fiscal Year 2019/2020, Including a Possible Exemption from Financial
Reserves Policy (pg. 41)

6. Authorize the CEO to Negotiate and Execute Agreement with NRTC
to Provide Smart Thermostats for the GridSavvy Community (pg. 68)
IV. BOARD MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS
V.

PUBLIC COMMENT ON MATTERS NOT LISTED ON THE AGENDA
Comments are restricted to matters within the Board jurisdiction. Please
be brief and limit comments to three minutes.

VI. ADJOURN

DISABLED ACCOMMODATION: If you have a disability which requires an
accommodation, an alternative format, or requires another person to assist you
while attending this meeting, please contact the Clerk of the Board at (707)
890-8491, as soon as possible to ensure arrangements for accommodation.
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COMMONLY USED ACRONYMS AND TERMS

AER

Advanced Energy Rebuild (A program that helps homeowners affected by the October
2017 firestorms rebuild energy efficient, sustainable homes).

CAC

Community Advisory Committee

CAISO

California Independent Systems Operator

CAM

Cost Allocation Mechanism

CCA

Community Choice Aggregation

CEC

California Energy Commission

CleanStart

SCP’s default service

CPUC

California Public Utility Commission

DER

Distributed Energy Resource

ERRA

Energy Resource Recovery Account

EverGreen

SCP’s 100% renewable, 100% local energy service

Geothermal

A locally-available, low-carbon baseload renewable resource

GHG

Greenhouse gas

GRC

General Rate Case

IOU

Investor Owned Utility (e.g., PG&E)

IRP

Integrated Resource Plan

JPA

Joint Powers Authority

MW

Megawatt (Power = how fast energy is being used at one moment)

MWh

Megawatt-hour (Energy = how much energy is used over time)

NEM

Net Energy Metering

NetGreen

SCP’s net energy metering program

PCIA

Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (This fee is intended to ensure that customers
who switch to SCP pay for certain costs related to energy commitments made by PG&E
prior to their switch.)

ProFIT

SCP’s “Feed in Tariff” program for larger local renewable energy producers

PV

Photovoltaics for making electric energy from sunlight

RA

Resource Adequacy – a required form of capacity for compliance

REC

Renewable Energy Credit – process used to track renewable energy for compliance in
California.

SCP

Sonoma Clean Power

SW

Sonoma Water

TOU

Time of Use, used to refer to rates that differ by time of day and by season
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MEETING MINUTES
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 2018
8:45 A.M.
___________________________________________________________
50 Santa Rosa Avenue, Fifth Floor, Santa Rosa, California
I.

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Landman called the meeting to order at 8:47 a.m.
Board members present: Chair Landman, Vice Chair Slayter, and Directors
Bagby, Belforte, King, Okrepkie, and Williams.
Staff present: Geof Syphers, Chief Executive Officer; Stephanie Reynolds,
Director of Internal Operations; and Jessica Mullan, General Counsel.

II.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS CONSENT CALENDAR
1.

Approve February 7, 2019 minutes of the SCPA Board of Directors meeting

Motion to approve the February 7, 2019 minutes of the SCPA Board of
Directors meeting by Director Belforte
Second: Director King
Motion passed: 7-0-0
III. BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR CALENDAR
2.

Receive Internal Operations Report, Monthly Financial Report, Update on
PG&E Bankruptcy and Provide Direction as Necessary

Director of Internal Operations, Stephanie Reynolds, updated the Board on the
new staff member who is filling the vacant Risk & Regulatory Compliance
Officer position, the COO recruitment process, and flood recovery efforts.
Director of Customer Service Erica Torgerson detailed how SCP has halted
collections and non-payment for customers affected by floods and advised the
Board that a plan for processing collections going forward would be brought
back to the Board once the scope of losses is clearer.
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CEO Syphers detailed the ongoing measured load reduction and the
determination that a probable, but not-proven factor, is a decline in cannabis
cultivation in the residential sector. As a result, revenues and expenses are
subsequently lower for the year.

Director Torrez arrived at approximately 8:57 a.m.
CEO Syphers then updated the Board on the PG&E bankruptcy protection and
restructuring case. He described how SCP continues to monitor the situation, is
meeting with attorneys for the creditors’ committee, and working with CalCCA
on a cohesive advocacy strategy.
Vice Chair Slayter asked about the COO recruitment and what role the Board
may play in the selection process; CEO Syphers stated that as the COO will
report to CEO, he wants to keep the delineation of reporting clear to minimize
confusion among staff and the Board.
Vice Chair Slayter then asked about the PCIA and any updates to the fee; CEO
Syphers detailed how, due to delays, the PCIA won’t be adjusted until later in
the year. He then highlighted how the delayed increase in PCIA fees will be
made up in 2020 over the course of 12 months, and this will lead to a larger
than usual increase in rates for our customers.
Director Reynolds highlighted Consent Calendar procedures for regular
business and routine items in the interest of meeting efficiency. She then
detailed cost refinements for the 431 E St. SCP building headquarters.
CEO Syphers advised the Board of outreach efforts to other jurisdictions
throughout the state wanting to form their own CCAs, and a recent meeting
with representatives from Fresno. Chair Landman asked about the role of
CalCCA in this process; CEO advised the Board that the preference is for
CalCCA to continue their focus on advocacy and legislation. Chair Landman
noted his support.
Director Reynolds advised the Board that AER is up to approximately 170
applicants to date, and that PG&E has proposed to bring this program to other
areas affected by wildfires.
Public comment: None
Vice Chair Slayter voiced his support for expanding AER to new homes, as
opposed to just rebuilds.
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3.

Receive Legislative and Regulatory Updates and Provide Direction as
Necessary

Director of Regulatory Affairs, Neal Reardon, updated the Board on the
February 21st CPUC PCIA rehearing, the proposed resource adequacy & central
procurement entity, and approval of renewable portfolio plans.
CEO Syphers then highlighted the legislative report, including a number of new
bills proposed for the current session.
Chair Landman noted the number of bills which contain language on a potential
central procurement entity for resource adequacy and requested that staff
identify other related threats to SCP. CEO Syphers detailed how resource
adequacy should be viewed as a kind of planning reserve margin or insurance
policy, and that this market largely developed following the rolling blackouts in
California to address scarcity issues.
Director Okrepkie asked about central procurement legislation and source of
advocacy; CEO Syphers stated it is likely from the CPUC and elected
representatives who are genuinely concerned about reliability, but explained
that SCP’s Legislative Platform ensures SCP will fight to defend the agency’s
statutory right to procure resources.
Public comment: None
4. Approve Proposed Budget Adjustment for FY 2018/2019 to Revenues,
Energy Expenses, Service Fees to PG&E, Legal Fees, Program Expenses,
and Several Additional Categories
Chair Landman asked about PG&E service fees and the addition/validity of the
Meter Data Usage Fee; Director of Customer Service Erica Torgerson detailed
the process for revising these fees and her belief that this is likely a fair and
valid fee.
Vice Chair Slayter asked about the personnel line item and why no adjustment
is needed with the new hires for the Risk and Regulatory Compliance Officer &
Chief Operating Officer positions. CEO Syphers detailed that one position was
previously filled and budgeted for, and that COO will only have limited costs in
the current fiscal year budget due to the effective hire date.
Motion to approve proposed budget adjustment for FY 2018/2019 to revenues,
energy expenses, service fees to PG&E, legal fees, program expenses, and
several additional categories by Director Belforte.
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Second: Director King
Motion passed: 8-0-0
Public comment: None
5.

Authorize the General Counsel to Amend SCP’s PG&E Bankruptcy-Related
Legal Services Agreements with Boutin Jones, Inc. and Engel Law P.C.

General Counsel Jessica Mullan introduced the item by noting the extraordinary
circumstances of the PG&E bankruptcy and the subsequent need for outside
counsel to protect SCP’s interests. She detailed the cost of the budget
adjustment, and how this request tries to encompass all foreseeable
bankruptcy costs moving forward.
Chair Landman asked if the budget request reflects a worst case scenario
should assumptions that PG&E not cooperate moving forward. General Counsel
Mullan noted that an adversarial relationship could significantly increase this
budget, and that to date, PG&E has been working collaboratively with SCP.
Public comment: None
Motion to authorize the General Counsel to amend SCP’s PG&E bankruptcyrelated legal services agreements with Boutin Jones, Inc. and Engel Law P.C. by
Director Belforte
Second: Director Williams
Motion passed: 8-0-0
6. Approve Contract for Construction Management Services with Sixth
Dimension, LLC. at 741 4th Street
Programs Manager Chad Asay detailed the Request for Proposals for
Construction Management Services, including the public solicitation process,
and staff’s recommendation that the Board approve a contract with Sixth
Dimension, LLC.
Public comment: None
Motion to approve contract for construction management services with Sixth
Dimension, LLC. at 741 4th street by Director Belforte.
Second: Director King
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Motion passed: 8-0-0
IV. BOARD MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS
Director Torrez thanked staff for speaking on-air with the KGUA radio station in
Gualala.
Director Bagby advised the Board that the recent flooding breeched a levee at
the Cloverdale Airport and that the City will be requesting FEMA assistance for
these damages and for municipal well-damage.
Director Slayter noted the flood damage in Sebastopol and upcoming
fundraisers for the Sebastopol Community Center on Friday, March 8th at the
Sebastopol Community Church, and another fundraiser at the Horse and Plow
tasting room on the same day. He also detailed the loss of Village Bakery,
recent health issues of the businesses’ co-owner, and suggested that people
shop locally in their community to support local businesses.
V.

PUBLIC COMMENT ON MATTERS NOT LISTED ON THE AGENDA
None

VI. ADJOURN
Chair Landman adjourned the meeting at 10:21am.
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Staff Report – Item 02

To:

Sonoma Clean Power Authority Board of Directors

From:

Stephanie Reynolds, Director of Internal Operations
Geof Syphers, CEO

Issue:

Receive Internal Operations and Monthly Financial Report and
Provide Direction as Appropriate

Date:

April 4, 2019

OUR TEAM IS GROWING!
SCP’s newest team member, our Compliance and Risk Manager will be
starting on April 1st! We look forward to introducing her to the Board at the
meeting.
The recruitment for the SCP Chief Operating Officer continues with secondround interviews scheduled for the week of April 1st. We are still planning to
have the position filled by late spring or early summer.
MARKETING UPDATE:
CalCCA Launches Bright Energy Future Coalition
A growing coalition of community choice electricity
providers, environmental and social justice
organizations, consumer groups, renewable energy
producers, and local governments are committed to
advancing proposals that prioritize safety, empower local action, and ensure
transparency and accountability—all while procuring the renewable energy
California needs to meet its climate goals. To that end, a coalition has been
formed, launching the Bright Energy Future campaign, offering a platform for
stakeholders to come together and to advocate for a safer, more reliable,
more affordable clean energy future. The campaign highlights and encourages
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endorsement of CalCCA’s Principles for a Stronger, Greener, More Reliable
Electric System (Coalition Principles). The Bright Energy Future website,
http://brightenergyfutureca.org, will serve as a hub for the latest campaignrelated news, activity, and communications. CalCCA will publish 3-4 action
alerts a month. These will include updates, relevant news clips, and requested
actions. These actions will correlate with capacity and coalition building as
well as legislative and policy advocacy. Those interested in joining the
coalition can visit this link.
Mendocino Outreach
Marketing continues to increase outreach to the Mendocino County
community. Recent events include attending the March Mendocino Latinx
Alliance luncheon and being the lead presenter at the Willits Economic
Localization’s Energy Forum on March 28th. In addition to ongoing
advertising throughout the County, SCP will be a sponsor of the Ukiah Earth
Day event, taking place on April 27th.
Awards & Honors
SCP is pleased to announce the following awards:


NorthBay biz magazine Readers’ Poll - with more than 3,000 ballots
cast and more than 60,000 individual votes, Sonoma Clean Power has
emerged as the Gold Medal winner in the category “Company to do
Business with in Sonoma County”. Readers were polled with an open
survey, meaning there were no suggested businesses to choose from. A
Gold Medal means SCP has captured top-of-mind awareness among the
readers when it comes to the best of the best in the North Bay.



The 2019 class of the most influential business people under the age of
40 is out, and we are pleased to announce that Sr. Program Manager,
Rachel Kuykendall, has been named one of this year's North Bay
Business Journal's Top Forty Under 40! Winners of the Top Forty
Under 40 awards are selected from dozens of nominees and represent
honorees not previously chosen in past years. North Bay Business
Journal editorial staff selected the winners on the basis of their
leadership in companies and organizations across the North Bay.
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PROGRAMS

Flood Recovery Assistance
In response to the recent flood events, SCP staff are working with the Bay
Area Regional Energy Network (BayREN) to explore expanding their existing
Homes Plus program to support customers who have lost appliances and
HVAC systems. Similar to the Advanced Energy Rebuild, this idea would
leverage an existing energy efficiency incentive program to get a program up
and running quickly. Early research has found that it may be more cost
effective, faster and greater impact to donate funds to effective local
organizations. Staff will return with a proposal soon.

Lead Locally (CEC Grant)
The Lead Locally Research Team has executed participation agreements with
14 of the 15 pilot homes and is currently performing energy audits to assure
each home is a viable site for the applied research experiments including:
radiant ceiling heating and cooling panels, residential attic phase change
materials, and air to water heat pumps. Next steps are to continue installing
the pre-monitoring instrumentation and evaluate the baseline energy use
prior to the addition of those new technologies. A Phase 2 research study on
market ready technologies such as; daylighting retrofits for 3 commercial
properties, phase change materials, night ventilation, heat pump water
heaters, induction cooktops, and economizers will occur this spring.
A Request for Proposals to solicit manufacturers and vendors to deploy their
innovative energy efficient technologies at the Advanced Energy Center was
issued. Final selection of vendors will occur in mid-April. Additionally, TLCD
Architecture is finalizing the design for the renovations of the Advanced
Energy Center. A meeting with City of Santa Rosa staff to discuss structural
concerns is needed prior to finalizing this phase of the design. Following this
meeting with the City, an update to the renovations and design plan will be
made to both the CAC and Board in their May meetings.

Advanced Energy Rebuild
177 homes have now applied for Advanced Energy Rebuild, about one third of
which have chosen to rebuild all-electric homes. SCP staff is working with
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both PG&E and Southern California Edison to expand the Advanced Energy
Rebuild program to fire-affected areas within their service territories.

Low Carbon Reach Codes
An “all-electric” reach code would mandate that all new construction within a
jurisdiction use high efficiency electric equipment, reducing the greenhouse
gas emissions of new homes by more than two thirds. SCP’s Program
Manager, Rachel Kuykendall, is currently working with the following
jurisdictions on reach codes: Sonoma County, Santa Rosa, Windsor,
Sebastopol, Petaluma, and Cloverdale. If this sounds of interest to your
jurisdiction, Rachel will follow up after the board meeting to connect with
your jurisdiction’s appropriate staff.

BUILDING UPDATE
Our contracted architectural firm, EHDD, has completed the Detailed Design
of the 431 E Street renovation project. On March 18th, staff met with EHDD
and the various engineers working on the project to discuss grid-optimal
options and review progress on construction documents. Staff began the
process of getting pre-qualifications for contractors last week. Construction
documents are estimated to be completed in June of this year. Staff will
continue to send out monthly updates to our Board and CAC.
MONTHLY COMPILED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The winter rate season continues into February, a period where aggregate
rates are less than in the summer. The year-to-date growth in net position is
slightly below projections due primarily to lower than anticipated electricity
sales. Year-to-date electricity sales reached $118,411,000.
Electricity sales (as reported on the Statement of Revenues, Expenses and
Changes in Net Assets) is being offset by our estimate of uncollectible
accounts, which is currently set at approximately 0.5% of electricity sales. As
historical data is gathered on the collection patterns specific to SCP
customers, this rate will be revisited and adjusted as necessary. Note that the
accounts receivable line on the Statement of Net Position is presented net of
allowance for uncollectibles.
SCP continues to procure electricity from multiple sources. Net position
reached a positive $87,288,000, which indicates healthy growth as SCP
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continues to make progress towards its reserve goals. Of this net position,
approximately $61,060,000 is set aside for reserves (Operating Reserve:
$50,801,000; Program Reserve: $9,159,000; and Collateral Reserve:
$1,100,000).
Overall, other operating expenses continued near or slightly below planned
levels for the year.
BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULE
The accompanying budgetary comparison includes the 2018/19 amended
budget approved by the Board of Directors in March 2019.
The budget is formatted to make comparisons for both the annual and the
year-to-date perspective. The first column, 2018/19 YTD Budget, allocates the
Board approved annual budget at expected levels throughout the year with
consideration for the timing of additional customers, usage volumes, staffing
needs etc. This column represents our best estimates and this granular
approach was not part of the Board approved budget.
Revenue from electricity sales to customers is under the year-to-date budget
by approximately 1%. The cost of electricity is also slightly under budget-todate by approximately 2%. Variation in this account is typically due to
fluctuating market cost of energy on open position purchases.
Major operating categories of Data Management fees and PG&E Service fees
are based on the customer account totals and are closely aligned to budget.
In addition to the items mentioned above, SCP continues its trend of
remaining near or under budget for most of its operating expenses.
UPCOMING MEETINGS:
CAC MEETING – April 16, 2019
BOD MEETING – May 2, 2019
CAC MEETING – TBD
BOD MEETING (Final Budget) June 6, 2019
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ACCOUNTANTS’ COMPILATION REPORT

Board of Directors
Sonoma Clean Power Authority
Management is responsible for the accompanying special purpose statement of Sonoma Clean
Power Authority (a California Joint Powers Authority) which comprise the budgetary comparison
schedule for the period ended February 28, 2019, and for determining that the budgetary basis of
accounting is an acceptable financial reporting framework. We have performed a compilation
engagement in accordance with Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services
promulgated by the Accounting and Review Services Committee of the AICPA. We did not audit or
review the accompanying statement nor were we required to perform any procedures to verify the
accuracy or completeness of the information provided by management. Accordingly, we do not
express an opinion, a conclusion, nor provide any assurance on this special purpose budgetary
comparison statement.
The special purpose statement is prepared in accordance with the budgetary basis of accounting,
which is a basis of accounting other than accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America. This report is intended for the information of the Board of Directors of Sonoma
Clean Power Authority.
Management has elected to omit substantially all of the note disclosures required by accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America in these interim financial statements.
Sonoma Clean Power Authority’s annual audited financial statements include the note disclosures
omitted from these interim statements. If the omitted disclosures were included in these financial
statements, they might influence the user’s conclusions about the Authority’s financial position,
results of operations, and cash flows. Accordingly, these financial statements are not designed for
those who are not informed about such matters.
We are not independent with respect to the Authority because we performed certain accounting
services that impaired our independence.

Maher Accountancy
San Rafael, CA
March 27, 2019

1
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SONOMA CLEAN POWER AUTHORITY
OPERATING FUND
BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULE
July 1, 2018 through February 28, 2019

2018/19 YTD
Actual

2018/19 YTD
Amended Budget
REVENUE AND OTHER SOURCES:
Electricity (net of allowance) *
Evergreen Premium (net of allowance)
CEC Grant
BAAQMD grant
Interest income
Miscellaneous Income
Total revenue and other sources

$

118,906,352
277,003
1,465,400
41,333
630,667
121,320,755

$

118,106,314
304,202
1,048,538
41,375
673,968
503
120,174,900

2018/19 YTD
Amended
Budget Variance
(Under) Over
$

2018/19
YTD
Actual/
Amended
Budget %

(800,038)
27,199
(416,862)
42
43,301
503
(1,145,855)

99%
110%
72%
0%
107%
0%
99%

2018/19
Amended Budget

2018/19 Amended
Budget Remaining

$

$

176,855,000
412,000
1,927,000
62,000
946,000
180,202,000

58,748,686
107,798
878,462
20,625
272,032
(503)
60,027,100

EXPENDITURES AND OTHER USES:
CURRENT EXPENDITURES
Cost of energy and scheduling
Data management
Service fees- PG&E
Personnel
Outreach and communications
Customer service
General and administration
Legal
Accounting and auditing
Technical consultants
Legislative and regulatory advocacy
Other consultants
CalCCA Trade Association
Program implementation
Program - CEC grant
Program development and evaluation
Total current expenditures

97,117,986
2,059,333
639,333
2,440,667
762,667
312,000
369,000
473,333
136,000
126,667
85,333
106,667
223,000
3,006,667
950,000
40,000
108,848,653

99,528,812
2,101,726
631,089
2,191,073
699,268
181,920
331,324
286,302
110,825
89,950
62,910
56,035
200,000
2,208,372
927,877
109,607,483

2,410,826
42,393
(8,244)
(249,594)
(63,399)
(130,080)
(37,676)
(187,031)
(25,175)
(36,717)
(22,423)
(50,632)
(23,000)
(798,295)
(22,123)
(40,000)
758,830

102%
102%
99%
90%
92%
58%
90%
60%
81%
71%
74%
53%
90%
73%
98%
0%
101%

146,345,000
3,089,000
959,000
3,661,000
1,144,000
440,000
531,000
710,000
204,000
190,000
128,000
160,000
400,000
4,510,000
2,415,000
100,000
164,986,000

46,816,188
987,274
327,911
1,469,927
444,732
258,080
199,676
423,698
93,175
100,050
65,090
103,965
200,000
2,301,628
1,487,123
100,000
55,378,517

OTHER USES
Collateral deposit payments
Collateral deposit payments returned
Capital outlay
Total expenditures, Other Uses and Debt Service
Net increase (decrease) in available fund balance

1,409,000
800,000
111,057,653
10,263,102

1,408,034
(372,500)
547,171
111,190,188
8,984,712

(966)
(372,500)
(252,829)
132,535
(1,278,390)

100%
68%
100%
88%

1,409,000
1,190,000
167,585,000
12,617,000

966
372,500
642,829
56,394,812
3,632,288

$

$

$

$

$

* Represents sales of approximately 1,634,000 MWh for 2018/19 YTD actual.

RESERVES
Operating Cash Reserve
Program Cash Reserve
Collateral Cash Reserve

$

$

Balance
50,800,503
9,159,365
1,100,333
61,060,201
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See accountants' compilation report.
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SONOMA CLEAN POWER AUTHORITY
OPERATING FUND
BUDGET RECONCILIATION TO STATEMENT OF
REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN NET POSITION
July 1, 2018 through February 28, 2019

Net increase (decrease) in available fund balance
per budgetary comparison schedule:

$

8,984,712

$

(39,797)
547,171
(372,500)
1,408,034
10,527,620

Adjustments needed to reconcile to the
changes in net position in the
Statement of Revenues, Expenses
and Changes in Net Position:
Subtract depreciation expense
Add back capital asset acquisitions
Subtract collateral deposits returned
Add back collateral deposits
Change in net position
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See accountants' compilation report.
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ACCOUNTANTS’ COMPILATION REPORT
Management
Sonoma Clean Power Authority
Management is responsible for the accompanying financial statements of Sonoma Clean Power
Authority (a California Joint Powers Authority) which comprise the statement of net position as of
February 28, 2019, and the related statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position, and
the statement of cash flows for the period then ended in accordance with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America. We have performed a compilation engagement
in accordance with Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services promulgated by
the Accounting and Review Services Committee of the AICPA. We did not audit or review the
accompanying statements nor were we required to perform any procedures to verify the accuracy or
completeness of the information provided by management. Accordingly, we do not express an
opinion, conclusion, nor provide any assurance on these financial statements.
Management has elected to omit substantially all of the note disclosures required by accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America in these interim financial statements.
Sonoma Clean Power Authority’s annual audited financial statements include the note disclosures
omitted from these interim statements. If the omitted disclosures were included in these financial
statements, they might influence the user’s conclusions about the Authority’s financial position,
results of operations, and cash flows. Accordingly, these financial statements are not designed for
those who are not informed about such matters.
We are not independent with respect to the Authority because we performed certain accounting
services that impaired our independence.

Maher Accountancy
San Rafael, CA
March 27, 2019
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SONOMA CLEAN POWER AUTHORITY
STATEMENT OF NET POSITION
As of February 28, 2019
ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Investment in Sonoma County Investment Pool
Accounts receivable, net of allowance
Other receivables
Accrued revenue
Prepaid expenses
Deposits
Total current assets
Noncurrent assets
Land
Capital assets, net of depreciation
Deposits
Total noncurrent assets

$

52,592,498
15,318,831
16,348,000
838,920
7,532,627
1,941,522
182,079
94,754,477
860,520
3,099,199
5,459,242
9,418,961

Total assets

104,173,438
LIABILITIES

Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued cost of electricity
Advanced from grantors
Other accrued liabilities
User taxes and energy surcharges due to other governments
Total current liabilities

1,204,646
14,096,835
458,625
659,362
465,223
16,884,691

NET POSITION
Investment in capital assets
Unrestricted
Total net position

$

See accountants' compilation report.
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3,959,719
83,329,028
87,288,747

2

SONOMA CLEAN POWER AUTHORITY
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES
AND CHANGES IN NET POSITION
July 1, 2018 through February 28, 2019

OPERATING REVENUES
Electricity sales, net
Evergreen electricity premium
Grant revenue
Total operating revenues

$

OPERATING EXPENSES
Cost of electricity
Staff compensation
Data manager
Service fees - PG&E
Consultants and other professional fees
Legal
Communications
General and administration
Program rebates and incentives
Depreciation
Total operating expenses
Operating income

118,106,314
304,202
1,089,913
119,500,429

99,528,812
2,191,073
2,101,726
631,089
1,963,173
286,302
882,531
573,940
1,448,837
39,797
109,647,280
9,853,149

NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Interest income
Gain on sale of equipment
Total nonoperating revenues (expenses)

673,968
503
674,471

CHANGE IN NET POSITION
Net position at beginning of period

10,527,620
76,761,127

Net position at end of period

$

See accountants' compilation report.
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87,288,747

3

SONOMA CLEAN POWER AUTHORITY
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
July 1, 2018 through February 28, 2019
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from electricity sales
Receipts from grantors
Receipts from supplier for security deposits
Tax and surcharge receipts from customers
Deposits and collateral returned
Payments to purchase electricity
Payments for staff compensation
Payments for contract services
Payments for communications
Payments for general and administration
Payments for program rebates and incentives
Tax and surcharge payments to other governments
Deposits and collateral paid
Payments for charitable contributions
Net cash provided (used) by operating activities

$

CASH FLOWS FROM CAPITAL AND RELATED
FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Acquisition of capital assets
Net cash provided (used) by capital and financing activities

(512,061)
(512,061)

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Interest income received
Net cash provided (used) by investing activities
Net change in cash and cash equivalents (including County Investment Pool)
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year
Reconciliation to the Statement of Net Position
Cash and cash equivalents
Investment in Sonoma County Investment Pool
Cash and cash equivalents

See accountants' compilation report.
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121,965,994
367,624
14,600
1,618,493
372,500
(99,950,316)
(2,210,895)
(4,462,699)
(1,150,673)
(628,539)
(1,510,987)
(1,628,697)
(1,408,034)
(108,000)
11,280,371

695,201
695,201

$
$
$

11,463,511
56,447,818
67,911,329
52,592,498
15,318,831
67,911,329

4

SONOMA CLEAN POWER AUTHORITY
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS (continued)
July 1, 2018 through February 28, 2019
RECONCILIATION OF OPERATING INCOME TO NET
CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating income
Adjustments to reconcile operating income to net
cash provided (used) by operating activities
Depreciation expense
Revenue reduced for uncollectible accounts
Charitable contributions considered an operating
activity for cash flow purposes only
(Increase) decrease in net accounts receivable
(Increase) decrease in other receivables
(Increase) decrease in accrued revenue
(Increase) decrease in prepaid expenses
(Increase) decrease in current deposits
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable
Increase (decrease) in accrued cost of electricity
Increase (decrease) in advance from grantors
Increase (decrease) in accrued liabilities
Increase (decrease) in user taxes and energy
surcharges due to other governments
Increase (decrease) in supplier security deposits
Net cash provided (used) by operating activities

See accountants' compilation report.
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$

9,853,149

38,153
595,029
(108,000)
921,119
(677,407)
2,040,395
(1,410,991)
(982,290)
86,547
187,504
(41,375)
775,207

$

(11,269)
14,600
11,280,371

5
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Staff Report – Item 03

To:

Sonoma Clean Power Authority Board of Directors

From:

Geof Syphers, CEO
Neal Reardon, Director of Regulatory Affairs

Issue:

Receive Legislative and Regulatory Updates, Provide Direction as
Appropriate and Approve Legislative Positions.

Date:

April 4, 2019

Requested Board Action:
Receive the Regulatory and Legislative updates, provide direction input as
appropriate, and approve Legislative Positions on Two Bills.

REGULATORY REPORT
Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA)
Phase 2 of the PCIA Proceeding is underway, and with three central topics:
how utilities should optimize their portfolios, developing accurate benchmarks
to reflect the value of contract attributes, and creating a calculation for a onetime lump sum payment of exit fees. On March 1st, the first working group
meeting on developing an accurate benchmark was held at the CPUC.
Additional working groups will begin on March 26th and first the first week of
April. SCP will engage on behalf of our customers and through CalCCA.
PG&E’s Energy Resource Recovery Account (ERRA)
On February 21st, the Commission approved the Alternate Proposed Decision
implementing PG&E’s Energy Resource Recovery Account “ERRA” forecast.
PG&E successfully requested for a delay in implementing this Decision. It will
submit an Advice Letter to implement rate changes in mid-April, which would
be subject to protests and PG&E responses to those protests. PG&E raised
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delivery rates for all customers on March 1st, and will likely implement PCIA
and generation rate changes near July 1st.
Resource Adequacy (RA)
On March 12th and 13th, the CPUC held a workshop in the Resource Adequacy
“RA” Proceeding to solicit stakeholder feedback on implementing additional
reforms to increase the effectiveness and transparency of the RA program.
The CPUC maintains that while a central procurement entity is a solution to
problems in the RA market, it is not ready for implementation at this time.
Groups of stakeholders: Investor Owned Utilities, CCAs, and Energy Service
Providers, are all directed to host one meeting to discuss outstanding issues.
These groups will convene over the next 6 months to develop proposals for
how central procurement could be achieved and implemented. CPUC Staff
and the Assigned Commissioner are eager to create a central procurement
entity, and have signaled they will make another proposal in 4Q 2019 if
stakeholders do not come to agreement on what the structure should be.
LEGISLATIVE REPORT
Friday, February 22nd, was the legislative introduction deadline which resulted
in 2,721 bills being introduced for the first year of the 2019-20 Legislative
Session. Now that we are a few weeks out from the introduction deadline,
SCP staff and our CalCCA team are seeing the early stages of bill amendment
proposals, stakeholder meetings, and legislative hearings.

Legislation Watch. To date, a total of 42 bills have been identified as
warranting careful review. Below are the priority bills, however keep in mind
that the list is constantly evolving as bills change and additional information is
gathered.
SCP Positions Taken
AB 56 (Garcia) – Oppose
AB 56 would authorize the California Public Utilities Commission and the
California Energy Commission to jointly establish the “California Clean
Electricity Authority” if certain findings regarding need for the Authority as a
means to help achieve California’s clean energy goals, plug gaps in current
procurement by retail sellers and that the Authority can reasonably manage
power supply commitments previously entered into by electrical corporations.
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AB 56 impacts three of SCP’s legislative screens. It threatens CCA
procurement autonomy, threatens to reduce SCP’s ability to decarbonize
reliability sources, and adds customer costs for a service that SCP does not
need and cannot use.
This legislation directly impacts CCAs foundational procurement autonomy
and justification for existing. While predicated on addressing residual needs or
market failures, the legislative grant of authority is broad enough that the
Authority could be used for any purpose the CPUC or CEC see fit to use it for
regarding procurement. Recovery of procurement costs within a
nonbypassable charge on the distribution side of the bill also creates a cost
shift between distribution and generation rates even if collected based on
usage.
Given the need for taking a position in time to be included in the committee
analysis, staff conferred with SCP’s Chair and Vice Chair and received
approval to oppose.
Staff propose that in related bills (e.g., SB 350 and SB 520) SCP support a
central buyer of residual resource adequacy, but continue to strongly oppose
any efforts to remove procurement rights of CCAs.
SB 255 (Bradford) – Support
In 1986, Assemblymember Gwen Moore’s AB 3678 was signed into law. This
law established annual voluntary reporting requirements for large electrical
corporations, gas corporations, water corporations, wireless
telecommunications services providers, and electric service providers (ESPs)
to publicize their contracting with Diverse Business Enterprises (DBEs). Over
time, DBEs have begun to include businesses owned by women, minorities,
and disabled veterans, as well as lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgenderowned businesses. The entities required to report currently must have
revenues exceeding $25 million.
The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) is responsible for receiving
these reports and has created its Supplier Diversity program under the
auspices of AB 3678. As a result, General Order (GO) 156 was released by the
Commission, which outlines rules and practices for entities to follow when
reporting.
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SB 255 would: (1) decrease the $25 million annual revenue reporting threshold
to $1 million in annual revenues; (2) would extend reporting requirements to
ESPs, certain wholesale generators, distributed energy resource (DER)
contractors, and energy storage system companies; (3) require CCAs over the
threshold revenue amount of $1 million to submit an annual plan and report on
contracting with DBEs.
While Senator Bradford is one of the leading anti-CCA voices in the
Legislature, this bill is primarily about disclosure of efforts to diversify
suppliers, and is consistent with SCP’s goals of promoting public
transparency.
Given the need for taking a position in time to be included in the committee
analysis, staff conferred with SCP’s Chair and Vice Chair and received
approval to support.

SCP Positions Proposed
SB 520 (Hertzberg) Provider of Last Report – Allow Staff to Negotiate
This bill would authorize the CPUC to develop threshold attributes for load
serving entities to serve as a “provider of last resort” or POLR. The bill would
authorize the CPUC to establish a mechanism for determining which loadserving entity should serve as POLR such as an auction.
Currently, the three investor-owned utilities (IOUs) serve as POLR. Under the
POLR framework, if a CCA should fail, the IOU is required to immediately
serve those customers per CPUC Rule 23. Pursuant to PU Code 394.25(e), the
CPUC has established bonding requirements for CCAs that are designed to
protect the IOU from incurring costs in the event of a CCA failure. Those
bonds are designed to cover the administrative and procurement costs of an
IOU in serving customers until long-term contracts for those customers can
be secured.
This bill would add PU Code Sec. 397 which specifies the Commission shall
develop attributes a POLR would possess in order to be selected as POLR
including, at a minimum, resource adequacy requirements, requirements
regarding access to carbon-free resources, compliance with financial
conditions, and ability to provide uninterrupted electrical service to customers
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in the event of a load-serving entity (LSE) failure. The CPUC may also develop
a structure to determine which LSE should serve as POLR, such as an auction,
and what benefits the LSE would receive for serving as POLR.
All three IOUs have stated that they no longer want to serve as POLR and do
not believe they are fairly compensated for serving as POLR now. Some CCAs
have expressed an interest in comments during the CPUC’s informal Customer
Choice Project discussion in serving as POLR. However, there is no current
undertaking to assess under what terms and conditions a CCA or another
entity could serve as POLR.
Importantly, the establishment of a POLR outside of the IOUs is widely seen
as a means to expand direct access in California, which would likely come
with the associated increases in costs for residential and small business
customers and circumvention of local environmental regulations imposed by
local governments and CCA governing boards. However, the author has
indicated a willingness to work out such details.
LIKELY SUPPORT: SDG&E, SCE, PG&E
LIKELY OPPOSITION: TURN
Staff recommend the SCPA Board vote to allow staff to negotiate SB 520
with the following criteria:
•
•

A CCA is eligible to elect to be POLR;
Any entity filling the POLR role must abide by all local power market
regulations established by the governing board of a CCA which exceed
state requirements relating to:
o Percentage of RPS renewable energy;
o Greenhouse gas emissions factor of portfolio;
o Percentage of energy from local sources;
o Percentage of capacity resources from zero-carbon resources;
o Financial contribution to locally-administered customer programs.

AB 1362 (O’Donnell) CCA Code of Conduct – Recommend Oppose
Existing law limits IOUs from actively marketing against the formation of a
CCA without a CPUC-approved funding and marketing plan. This bill would
remove some of the limitations on IOUs and allow IOUs to educate and
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provide information that may run counter to the publicly-available information
provided by local public agencies.
Staff view this bill as an end-run around the important limitations of the
existing Code of Conduct, called SB 790, and recommend an Oppose
position.
AB 684 (Levine) EV Charging Infrastructure in Multifamily – Recommend
Support
This bill would require the development of standards and requirements for
multifamily projects to provide some minimum amount of electric vehicle
charging infrastructure starting in 2022. The Department of Housing and
Community Development and California Building Standards Commission
would research and create the new standard.
Staff recommend support for this bill.

Bills Tracked
RPS-related
AB 915 (Mayes): California Renewable Portfolio Standards Program
AB 1347 (Boerner Horvath): Renewable energy & zero-carbon resources:
government buildings.
AB 1371 (Cunningham): Renewable Portfolio Standards Program: offshore
wind generation.
SB 772 (Bradford): Bulk energy storage procurement.
RA-related
AB 56 (Garcia): Statewide central electricity procurement entity.
SB 350 (Hertzberg): Multiyear centralized resource adequacy mechanism.
SB 520 (Hertzberg): Centralized procurement
EV-related
AB 684 (Levine): Building standards: electric vehicle charging infrastructure.
AB 983 (Boerner Horvath): Transportation electrification.
AB 1046 (Ting): Charge Ahead California initiative.
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General
AB 235 (Mayes): local publicly owned electric utilities: California Wildfire
Catastrophe Fund Act.
AB 383 (Mayes): Clean Energy Financing Clearinghouse.
AB 659 (Mullin): California Smart City Challenge Grant Program.
AB 753 (E. Garcia): Alternative and Renewable Fuel and Vehicle Technology
Program
AB 1054 (Holden): Public Utilities Commission: chief internal auditor.
AB 1144 (Friedman): Self-generation incentive program: community energy
storage systems: high fire threat districts.
AB 1513 (Holden): Procurement contracts: California Renewables Portfolio
Standard Program.
AB 1584 (Quirk): Cost Allocation.
AB 1690 (Flora): Biomass electrical generation facilities: contract extension
requirements
SB 167 (Dodd): Electrical corporations: wildfire mitigation plans.
SB 155 (Bradford): California Renewables Portfolio Standard Program:
integrated resource plans.
SB 524 (Stern): Energy efficiency: workforce requirements.
SB 676 (Bradford): Transportation electrification: electric vehicles.
SB 766 (Stern): Clean energy electrical grid solutions.
SB 774 (Stern): Local clean energy generation and storage systems.

Informational Committee Hearings. This week, CalCCA participated in the
Senate Committee on Energy, Utilities and Communications hearing on
PG&E’s bankruptcy and its implications for California. Some of the key
testimony was provided by UC Hastings Law Professor, Jared Ellias, PUC
Executive Director, Alice Stebbins, PUC General Counsel, Arocles Aguilar, and
Paradise Mayor and fire victim, Jody Jones. CalCCA Executive Director, Beth
Vaughan was also part of the panel and gave an overview of the last
bankruptcy that led to the creations of CCAs and reported on the risks and
impacts of the PG&E bankruptcy on CCAs.
CalCCA also participated in the Assembly Committee on Utilities and Energy
hearing on the Metamorphosis of the Energy Sector: Maintaining reliability
and affordability on the road to decarbonization. PUC President, Michael
Picker, Dr. Austin Brown with UC Davis, and Mark Rothleder with CAISO
highlighted the first panel. The second panel was highlighted by Colin
Cushnie with Southern California Edison, Scott Murtishaw with the California
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Solar and Storage Association, Jan Smutny-Jones with the Independent
Energy Producers, and CalCCA Executive Director, Beth Vaughn. Beth
Vaughan discussed CCA credit worthiness, reliability, and elements of
CalCCA’s principles on utility restructuring.
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50 Santa Rosa Ave., 5th Floor
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
sonomacleanpower.org

March 25, 2019

The Honorable Chris Holden, Chair
Assembly Utilities and Energy Committee
State Capitol, Room 5132
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re:

AB 56 (E. Garcia) – Oppose

Dear Chairman Holden:
Sonoma Clean Power (SCP) regretfully must oppose AB 56 (E. Garcia) as amended on March 18,
2019. AB 56 would create a public non-profit corporation to serve as a procurement entity on
behalf of all retail electricity customers within the State of California. SCP is opposed to AB 56
since it will mandate that all electricity providers must charge their customers for a service,
whether or not the electricity provider uses the resources procured. This would burden our
ratepayers with costs, and is unnecessary to solve California’s reliability market problems.
Instead, CalCCA has put forward a detailed proposal for stabilizing the reliability market and
ensuring that any unmet system needs are resolved and paid for.
Sonoma Clean Power is the public electricity provider for Sonoma and Mendocino counties. We
provide our customers cleaner electricity at competitive rates from sources like geothermal,
wind, hydropower and solar, and promote local solutions to the climate crisis. SCP is a local
public agency, independently run by the participating Cities of Cloverdale, Cotati, Fort Bragg,
Petaluma, Point Arena, Rohnert Park, Santa Rosa, Sebastopol, Sonoma, Willits, Windsor, and
the Counties of Sonoma and Mendocino. The success of our program has helped spur interest
in public power around the state.
Thank you for your consideration of our concerns.
Sincerely,

Geof Syphers, CEO
cc:

The Honorable Eduardo Garcia
Members of the Assembly Utilities & Energy Committee
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50 Santa Rosa Ave., 5th Floor
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
sonomacleanpower.org

March 21, 2019
The Honorable Steven Bradford
Member of the Senate
State Capitol, Room 2059
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re:

SB 255 (Bradford) – Support

Dear Senator Bradford:
Sonoma Clean Power (SCP) is pleased to support SB 255 which would update
California’s utility supplier diversity statute by bringing California’s electric grid into
the twenty-first century. As you know, SCP is one of the newer energy providers in
California. We agree that all energy providers should participate in California’s
supplier diversity law.
Sonoma Clean Power is the public electricity provider for Sonoma and Mendocino
counties. We provide our customers cleaner electricity at competitive rates from
sources like geothermal, wind, hydropower and solar, and promote local solutions to
the climate crisis. SCP is a local public agency, independently run by the
participating Cities of Cloverdale, Cotati, Fort Bragg, Petaluma, Point Arena, Rohnert
Park, Santa Rosa, Sebastopol, Sonoma, Willits, Windsor, and the Counties of Sonoma
and Mendocino. The success of our program has helped spur interest in public
power around the state.
Sonoma Clean Power is pleased to support SB 255. We are encouraged that the
expansion of the energy supplier diversity law will only not only benefit businesses in
California but could provide additional options for purchasing cleaner electricity at a
competitive rate.
Thank you for your commitment to California’s energy markets.
Sincerely,

Geof Syphers, CEO
cc:

Committee
Kip Lipper, Chief Energy & Environmental Advisor
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FACT SHEET
AB 1362 (O’Donnell)
Community Choice Aggregator: Code of Conduct

SUMMARY

NEED FOR THE BILL

AB 1362 requires the California Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) to ensure local government entities
have full access to accurate information on the shortand long-term costs, benefits, and risks associated with
the implementation of a Community Choice Aggregator
(CCA) program, and prohibits the code of conduct from
inhibiting communications between a load-serving
entity and a local government for those purposes.

CCA formation involves numerous complex issues,
including meeting statutory requirements on resource
adequacy, integrated resource planning, long-term
renewable contracting, power content label disclosure,
financial planning to support these obligations, and
more. These important responsibilities necessitate a
critical evaluation by local government officials when
considering implementing a CCA in their jurisdictions.

This bill also requires the PUC to implement a marketing
code of conduct, associated rules, and enforcement
procedures equally across all electrical corporations,
electric service providers, and CCAs.

Unfortunately, the Code of Conduct restricts utilities
from communicating information with local government
officials on any short- or long-term issues relative to
CCA formation. Officials are instead forced to rely
almost exclusively on the representations of CCA
proponents and for-profit industry consultants. As a
result, localities may adopt CCA programs without a full
understanding of the costs, benefits, and risks of
entering a volatile wholesale energy market by forming
and operating a CCA. This could result in serious
unintended consequences for all customers.

BACKGROUND
CCAs are governmental entities formed by cities and
counties to serve the energy requirements of their local
residents and businesses. Specifically, CCA programs
allow local government entities to purchase power for
their communities from independent power generators,
while still receiving billing, transmission and distribution
services from their existing utility provider.

SOLUTION

In 2011, the Legislature directed the PUC to consider
and adopt a “code of conduct,” rules, and enforcement
mechanisms governing the interactions of electrical
utilities relative to the consideration, formation, and
implementation of CCAs. At the time the PUC formally
adopted the CCA Code of Conduct, very few local
governments were considering forming a CCA. As such,
the purpose of the Code of Conduct was to provide
CCAs with the opportunity to compete on a fair and
equal basis with other load-serving entities, as well as to
prevent utilities from using their position or market
power to gain unfair advantages.

AB 1362 updates the Code of Conduct to ensure local
governments have complete and accurate information
when considering the formation of a CCA in their
jurisdiction. This will enable local governments to
critically and carefully evaluate the costs and benefits
associated with adopting a CCA, and to mitigate the risk
of unanticipated costs and outcomes.

In the years since the Code of Conduct was adopted by
the PUC, several local jurisdictions have implemented
CCA programs, while many more are currently
considering formation. The growth of CCAs has been so
prolific that CCAs are projected to serve a majority of
California’s end use customers in the very near future.

STAFF CONTACT

AB 1362 also seeks to ensure parity of Code of Conduct
rules by applying the requirements equally to all loadserving entities to reflect the growth of retail
competition.

Christine Aurre
Office: (916) 319-2070
christine.aurre@asm.ca.gov
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Updated 3/22/2019
AB 1362 (O’Donnell)
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Staff Report – Item 04

To:

Sonoma Clean Power Authority Board of Directors

From:

Erica Torgerson, Director of Customer Service

Issue:

Update on Default Time-of-Use Pilot and Full Default Time-of-Use Transition

Date:

April 4, 2019

Requested Action:
Receive an update on SCP’s default time-of-use pilot and full default time-ofuse transition for residential customers.
Time-of-Use Transition Background:
On July 3, 2015, the California Public Utilities Commission published the
Residential Rate Reform Decision for Pacific Gas and Electric Company,
Southern California Edison Company, and San Diego Gas and Electric
Company for the transition to Time-Of-Use Rates (D.15-07-001).
The planned transition to Time-Of-Use or “TOU” rates is needed for a number
of reasons. Retail rates need to better approximate the changes in wholesale
costs throughout the day in order to make customer investments in batteries,
targeted evening-time efficiency measures, and demand response programs
work. Without these changes, climate and rate goals would be harmed
because incentives would remain tilted toward net production of mid-day
solar rather than evening release of stored energy and other measures to
offset high-cost and high-emission energy.
Currently, the most common residential rate is E-1. E-1 is a flat rate, which
means customers pay the same price per kilowatt-hour of electricity day and
night through the winter and summer seasons. Eighty nine percent of SCP’s
residential customers are on the E-1 rate. Prior to the Residential Rate Reform
Decision, E-1 had 4 tiers. Tiers are solely on the delivery (PG&E) side of the
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bill. As a customer uses more electricity during their billing period, the
customer moves to the next, higher-cost tier. This means as the customer
uses more electricity during the billing period, the price of that electricity per
kWh increases. The original purpose of the tiers was to promote
conservation; use less electricity and pay a lot less. Unfortunately, this has
turned out to be ineffective, as customers often do not know when they reach
the next tier.
As the Commission studied the issue, it was determined that Time-of-Use
(TOU) rates would do a better job at sending price signals to customers as
compared to tiers. TOU rates also help align wholesale prices and retail rates.
The Commission ordered the Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs) to complete an
Opt-In TOU Pilot in 2017, a Default TOU Pilot in 2018, and full Default TOU
Transition in 2019 (since updated to 2020).
Default TOU Pilot Background:
SCP and MCE Clean Energy were asked by the Commission to participate in
the Default TOU Pilot (Pilot). The purpose of the Pilot was to test marketing,
education, and outreach strategies for customers, rigorously test the IOUs
process for defaulting mass numbers of customers into a new rate in a
compressed timeframe, rate comparison tools, bill protection, and customer
understanding before full default TOU transition. As participation in the Pilot
was approved by SCP’s Board, SCP also had the opportunity to test Calpine
Energy Solutions (SCP’s billing vendor) and SCP’s ability to be operationally
ready for full TOU transition in 2020.
Prior to the Pilot beginning, two issues presented themselves. The first was a
need for a rate comparison tool for community choice customers. PG&E’s
“My Energy Tool” could only perform a rate comparison (e.g. E-1 vs E-TOU-A)
for PG&E’s bundled customers. No similar comparison tool was available for
SCP’s customers. An interim solution was developed in which SCP and MCE
customers would be able to use PG&E’s “My Energy Tool” to run a rate
comparison for all available residential rates using PG&E’s bundled rates as
proxy rates. Although not ideal, it allowed customers to make an informed
decision on a rate plan choice.
The second issue was bill protection. The Residential Rate Reform Decision
directs the IOUs to provide one year of bill protection for customers who are
defaulted to the new TOU rate. IOUs are required to provide bill protection in
the form of a bill credit at the end of the twelve-month period for customers
who paid more because of the switch to the TOU rate. SCP’s Board of
Directors approved providing bill protection for the generation portion of the
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rate to its customers for the Pilot to ensure SCP customers are treated
equitably to bundled customers.
Default TOU Pilot Update:
Originally scheduled to begin in March 2018, the Pilot was delayed to April
2018 by the 2017 Wine County Wildfires. In addition, parallel to PG&E working
with SCP and MCE on the setting up the Pilot, Silicon Valley Clean Energy’s
(SVCE) Board of Directors voted to enroll the City of Milpitas into its service
starting in June 2019. However, as Milpitas was already included in PG&E’s
Pilot population, SVCE inadvertently became the third CCA in the Pilot. This
staff report will focus on MCE and SCP’s results as SVCE’s pilot had a different
time frame due to their June enrollment.
Timeline:
In January 2018 (90 days before transition), SCP and PG&E sent a joint
communication letter to 8,157 customers notifying them of their default
transition to a new rate called Time-of-Use (Peak Pricing 4-9 p.m. Every Day).
Customers had the option to decline to transition in the Pilot and remain on
their E-1 rate by calling PG&E or visiting PG&E’s website. Customers were also
notified that they would receive automatic bill protection for the first 12
months they were on the rate. Meaning, if they paid more than they would
have on their current E-1 rate, they would be credited the difference (PG&E
would credit the delivery portion and SCP the generation portion). Here is a
snapshot of SCP and MCE’s stats after the 90 day letter:
2/1/2018

SCP
MCE
Customer
Customer
Current Status
% of Total
% of Total
Count
Count
Initial Population
8,157
100.00%
9,921
100.00%
Stopped/Closed Service
78
0.96%
75
0.76%
Declined to Transition
195
2.39%
221
2.23%
Remaining Population
7,884
96.65%
9,625
97.02%

In February 2018 (60 days before transition), SCP and PG&E sent a second
joint communication letter to the remaining population. This communication
provided the customer with a personalized electric rate plan comparison. The
letter compared the customer’s current rate (E-1) to the new transition rate
(Time-of-Use (Peak Pricing 4-9 p.m. Every Day)) and a third option, E-TOU-A.
The comparison was based on the customer’s last 12 months of electricity
usage and PG&E’s current bundled rates. Here is a snapshot of
SCP/MCE/PG&E’s stats after the 60 day letter:
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3/1/2018

PG&E Total
SCP
MCE
Customer
Customer
Customer
Current Status
% of Total
% of Total
% of Total
Count
Count
Count
Initial Population
8,157
100.00%
9,921
100.00%
160,525
100.00%
Stopped/Closed Service
141
1.73%
148
1.49%
2,751
1.71%
Declined to Transition
746
9.15%
917
9.24%
19,203
11.96%
Remaining Population
89.27%
138,571
86.32%
7,270
89.13%
8,856

A couple of interesting things to note from these stats:


MCE and SCP have very similar stats in terms of customers declining to
participate.



It is believed PG&E’s decline-to-participate stat is higher due a hotter
average climate for most of their Pilot customers.



Call center call volume for PG&E was lower than expected with most
customers choosing to self-serve via the IVR or online tools.



Call center call volume for SCP was also extremely low with only a
handful of calls related to the Pilot.



Of SCP’s customers that declined to participate (746), 44% chose a
different TOU rate:
3/1/2018

SCP
MCE
PG&E Total
Customer
% of
Customer
% of
Customer
% of
Decline Participation
Count
Total
Count
Total
Count
Total
Selected TOU-A or TOU-B
263
35%
356
39%
4,925
26%
Can't Shift Usage
143
19%
185
20%
4,490
23%
129
17%
144
16%
New Rate to Expensive
3,958
21%
Prefer Current Rate
108
14%
117
13%
3,154
16%
Different Rate is Better
65
9%
77
8%
1,565
8%
25
3%
24
3%
745
Other
4%
Rate Too Complicated
10
1%
10
1%
303
2%
Early Decline
3
0%
4
0%
63
0%
Total
746
100%
917
123%
19,203
100%

In March 2019 (30 days before transition), SCP and PG&E sent a third joint
letter to the remaining population. This was the final letter before the start of
the transition. At the transition, SCP had a remaining population of 6,373 or
78% of customers included in the initial population. This matches up well with
not only MCE and PG&E, but SVCE too and should be a good indicator of
what will happen during full TOU transition.
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4/12/2018

PG&E Total
SCP
MCE
Customer
Customer
Customer
Current Status
% of Total
% of Total
% of Total
Count
Count
Count
Initial Population
8,157
100.00%
9,921
100.00%
160,525
100.00%
Stopped/Closed Service
226
2.77%
234
2.36%
4,272
2.66%
Declined to Transition
1,558
19.10%
1,885
19.00%
38,560
24.02%
Remaining Population
78.64%
117,693
73.32%
6,373
78.13%
7,802

During the first quarter of 2018, PG&E, SCP, and MCE worked to develop call
center talking points and scripting, website collateral, and bill protection
guidelines and scenarios. These materials were shared freely among SCP,
MCE, and PG&E, building a really good working relationship to create the best
customer service experience possible.
Over the remainder of 2018, SCP, MCE, and PG&E continued to work together
in preparation for the end of Pilot and the implementation of bill protection
for customers. PG&E provided the following stats in January 2019, showing
that Pilot customers have, for the most part, continued on the new rate and
did not see any major spikes in rate changes.
1/21/2019

SCP
MCE
PG&E-Cool/Moderate
% of
Customer
Customer
% of
Customer
% of
Current Status
Total
Count
Count
Total
Count
Total
Original Population Transitioned
6,176
100.0%
7,548
100.0%
58,327
100.0%
Remain on TOU-C
5,544
89.8%
6,791
90.0%
52,557
90.1%
Switched back to E-1
28
0.5%
31
0.5%
639
1.1%
733
1.3%
Switched to another TOU Rate
61
1.0%
92
1.2%
Stopped/Closed Service
543
8.8%
634
8.4%
4,398
7.5%

Also helpful, PG&E started comparing SCP and MCE stats against bundled
customers in cool or moderate climate zones. As the stats are even closer
than when compared to PG&E’s entire service territory, it is a likely a good
indication of what we can expect in full TOU transition.
Recently, SCP, MCE, and PG&E completed preparing an 11-Month joint letter
that will be sent to all Pilot customers. The letter will inform customers that
their bill protection is ending the following month and what they can expect
their bill protection will be or what they saved by being on the new rate. In
addition, customers will receive an “on-bill message” from both SCP and
PG&E when they receive their bill protection credit.
Bill Protection:
Final bill protection numbers will not be available until June, but in an effort to
give the Committee a snapshot here is a summary as of January 2019.
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Bill Protection
Total number of accounts
Active accounts with no estimated bill protection
Estimated Savings
Active accounts with bill protection
Estimated bill protection
Total dollars of bill protection to date - paid

1/31/2019
6,592
3,274
$
(23,144)
2,624
$
28,099
$
1,335

Notes
Number of accounts currently on TOU-C
Customers who are saving money by being on TOU-C
Amount customers have saved (revenue shortfall to SCP)
Number of accounts who have paid more by being on TOU-C
Amount owed customers for bill protection
Amount of bill protection paid to date

For more information on how bill protection works, please see the following
page for a flowchart available to customers on SCP’s website. Please note
Time-of-Use (Peak Pricing 4-9 p.m. Every Day) is also known as E-TOU-C3.
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Full Default TOU Transition Background:
The Residential Rate Reform Decision ordered full TOU transition to begin in
2019, however, in working though the complexities of the Pilot, PG&E, MCE,
and SCP quickly realized that starting full TOU transition before completion of
the Pilot and being able to understand the financial impacts of bill protection
was unworkable. Many CCAs joined MCE and SCP in requesting the
Commission delay the start of full TOU transition until October 2020. The
Commission agreed and full TOU transition was delayed across the State
except for San Diego Gas & Electric’s territory who requested to keep with
the original time due an IT upgrade already scheduled for 2020.
Full Default TOU Transition Exemptions:
The Decision exempts certain vulnerable groups from default transition.
These customers still have the option to switch to a time of use rate, but will
not be switched automatically.


Customers on medical baseline.



CARE/FERA customers and CARE/FERA eligible customers in hot
climate zones.



Customers that require an in-person visit prior to disconnect.



Customers with less than 12 months of interval data (e.g. recent moveins, customers without SmartMeters).



Customers currently on a time-of-use rate.

In addition, NEM customers will be transitioned in their true-up month.
Full Default TOU Transition Next Steps:
The Commission and PG&E have asked the CCAs to make two decisions by
October 2019:
1) Will the CCA transition its residential E-1 customers to the transition
rate, Time-of-Use (Peak Pricing 4-9 p.m. Every Day), during an agreed
upon period?
2) Will the CCA offer bill protection to its customers, in a manner similar to
PG&E’s?
In an effort to help SCP’s Community Advisory Committee and Board of
Director’s make these decision, Staff intends to speak about these questions
at the following meetings:
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CAC

March 25, 2019: Present update on Pilot and Full TOU Transition

BOD

April 4, 2019:

Present update on Pilot and Full TOU Transition

BOD

July 11, 2019:

PG&E/SCP joint presentation on Full TOU
Transition & update on final Pilot results

CAC

July TBD, 2019:

Evaluation of Pilot results and recommendation on
full TOU transition and bill protection

BOD

August 1, 2019:

1) Approval of full TOU transition
2) Approval of bill protection

Of note, although the Commission and PG&E have requested these decisions
by October 2019, SCP would not be scheduled to transition its customers until
March 2021.

Full Default TOU Transition:
Until the Pilot has been evaluated for customer satisfaction and
understanding, the financial impacts of the revenue shortfall and bill
protection, and overall operational readiness, Staff does not have
recommendations on the questions listed above, but looks forward to a
robust discussion with the CAC and Board.
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Staff Report – Item 05

To:

Sonoma Clean Power Authority Board of Directors

From:

Geof Syphers, CEO
Stephanie Reynolds, Internal Operations Director
Rebecca Simonson, Senior Power Services Manager

Issue:

Review and Provide Input on the Annual Budget and Rates for Fiscal
Year 2019/2020, including a possible exemption from Financial
Reserves Policy

Date:

April 4, 2019

Requested Action
Review and provide input on: (1) the Fiscal Year 2019-20 draft budget and
customer electric generation rates; and (2) staff recommendation for a oneyear exemption to the Board’s Financial Policy B2.
Background
The timing of SCP’s budget and rate setting process may be slightly different
this year due to some delays at the CPUC. A draft schedule showing the
proposed sequence of meetings is on the following page.
In December 2018, the SCPA Board of Directors approved a conditional
adjustment to SCP’s budget and rates needed to protect our customers from
an expected large increase in the exit fee, or Power Charge Indifference
Adjustment (PCIA). Those SCP adjustments were never implemented because
of several delays at the CPUC relating to the PCIA and updates to PG&E’s
generation rates. In addition, California’s CCAs secured a handful of small, but
helpful corrections to the PCIA calculation that are expected to make the
2019 increase in PCIA smaller than previously forecast.
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Normally, PG&E’s transmission and distribution rates, generation rates and
PCIA all get a significant update on January 1 of each year. This year, many of
the largest changes to those rates and fees have been repeatedly delayed,
likely until July 1. This means that any over-collections or under-collections by
PG&E from January through June will be corrected over the twelve months of
2020. Because we expect a net increase in PCIA, the effect of this CPUC delay
is that the PCIA adjustment that would normally go into effect in the middle
of the upcoming fiscal year in January 2020 will be higher than it otherwise
would be. To make this all even more complex, staff have reason to believe
implementation of the 2020 PCIA may be delayed from January to a later
month. A recommendation on how to navigate these circumstances is
provided in the form of a modified schedule.
Modified Schedule for Budget and Rate Adoption
SCP’s ideal practice around budget and rates is to implement both on July 1 of
each year to coincide with the start of SCP’s fiscal year. That schedule is
problematic this year due to the delayed PCIA implementation and the
unknown of PG&E’s generation rates. To set SCP rates effective July 1 without
that information, could necessitate a second rate change a month or two later
when those numbers become known.
Rather than planning for two rate changes within several months – one to
adjust rates on July 1, 2019, and then potentially another again in August or
September in response to a final CPUC decision, staff instead recommends
adopting a moderately conservative budget at the June 6, 2019 Board
meeting, and adopting rate changes (and potentially a budget adjustment)
once data on the PCIA from the CPUC is known, which staff anticipates at the
July or August Board meetings.
To proceed with rate changes on SCP’s normal cycle has a number of
problems:
 It would likely require another rate change within one or two months to
make corrections;
 It would reduce SCP’s ability to smooth customer rates by decreasing
the agency’s net income for a period of one or two months; and
 It would require guesswork by staff that is arbitrary.
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Staff therefore recommend the following modified schedule for budget and
rate review, input and adoption:
Mar 25, 2019

Committee review of draft budget and potential
rate impacts
Apr 4, 2019
Board review of draft budget and potential rate impacts
May TBD, 2019 Committee recommend a final budget (not rates)
Jun 6, 2019
Board adopt final budget (not rates)
Jul/Aug, 2019 CAC and Board meeting(s) to adopt rates and make any
necessary budget adjustment
Budget Overview
The Fiscal Year 2019/2020 draft budget and rates presented in this item seek
to:
 Continue to procure a supply portfolio of electricity generation that is at
least 30% lower in greenhouse gas emissions as PG&E’s portfolio,
reaches 50% qualifying renewable sources by 2020, and 60% by 2030.
 Provide bill savings to customers whenever practical.
 Focus program activities into improving existing programs, creating the
Advanced Energy Center, and building SCP’s headquarters as a living
example of an advanced energy facility.
 Ask the Board to suspend the planned contributions to reserves in
Financial Policy B2, and use those funds instead to invest in
constructing SCP’s headquarters building.
 Seek to minimize the number of rate changes. This means delaying
adoption of change in rates until August or September when all
necessary information is available.

Budget Scenarios
Seven budget and rate scenarios are considered and summarized in the
following table. A total of $20.8 million is available to allocate to customer bill
savings, customer programs, capital investments, and SCP reserves. Once a
level of customer total bill savings is selected, the amounts dedicated to
programs, capital projects and reserves are still flexible. Staff recommended a
budget based on our revenues in the “Equal Cost” scenario shown in bold,
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meaning SCP customers would pay an equal amount on their bills to bundled
service customers.
Note that this table will change after the CPUC’s decision on PCIA and PG&E’s
generation rates are finalized.
All dollar amounts are in $ millions
Change in
Change in
Total Bill
Customer Savings
Customer
Capital
Program
Operating
Savings
on Total Bill
Reserves
Programs Investments Reserves
-1.5%
-$7.2
-1.5%
$10.1
$11.4
$1.0
$4.9
-1.0%
-$4.8
-1.0%
$9.6
$11.4
$0.7
$3.4
-0.5%
-$2.4
-0.5%
$9.3
$11.4
$0.4
$1.9
Equal Cost
$0.0
0.0%
$9.3
$11.4
$0.0
$0.0
0.5%
$2.4
0.5%
$9.3
$11.4
-$2.3
$0.0
1.0%
$4.8
1.0%
$9.3
$11.4
-$4.7
$0.0
1.5%
$7.2
1.5%
$9.3
$2.9
$0.2
$1.0
Note: Small contributions to the Collateral Reserves are not shown in this table for brevity,
but equal 10% of any total Reserve Fund increase, if any.

For scenarios with 0.5% and 1.0% bill savings, staff would propose investing
Program Reserves in the capital improvements rather than spending
Operating/Credit reserves. The Program Reserve balance today is $9.1 million.
For 1.5% savings, staff would propose delaying renovations to the SCP
headquarters or selling the building, therefore the table shows a lower capital
investment in that case.
Due to the planned large capital investments in this coming two years, staff
are requesting the Board of Directors suspend the requirement to contribute
to reserves for a period of one year, and assume a less than 3% contribution
to reserves in the following fiscal year.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
After reviewing the draft budget line by line and staff’s recommended
approach, the Community Advisory Committee provided the following input
to the Board:
 Scenarios from 1.0% savings to 0.5% higher costs should be considered,
with a majority of committee members favoring equal costs or 0.5% (or
even less) savings. The Committee acknowledged that customers may
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not value savings of less than 1%, but there could be political value in
having a tiny amount of savings.
 A one-year exemption of Financial Policy B2 makes sense, including
shifting the planned net income into capital investments.
 Avoid negatively impacting SCP’s credit. For example, by avoiding
spending any Operating/Credit reserve funds.
 Consider using some Program Reserves to invest in SCP’s headquarters
building, for example for the solar and battery system. Based on the
rate savings discussed, the amount of Program Reserves considered
ranged from $0 to $4.7 million.

DRAFT BUDGET
The draft budget is presented first in the form that will be used for adoption,
and then is followed by supplemental information. The budget categories are
intentionally general enough to allow some measure of staff discretion,
without requiring frequent budget adjustments.
The “Total Expenditures, Other Uses and Debt Service” plus the planned
contribution to operating reserves (shown as “Net Increase/ (Decrease) in
Available Fund Balance”) equals the Revenue Requirement, which is the
amount necessary to recover from customers through rates.
Certain assumptions were used to create this budget, including:
•

Customer participation rates remain relatively stable throughout the
year, with about 0.3% increase based mainly on rebuilt homes and new
homes.

•

The amount of uncollectible funds is assumed to be 0.5%.

•

The load drop in 2018 does not reverse. Load has declined because
unusually large residential users dramatically cut their usage or closed
accounts in 2018, and we assume that change is permanent, and these
users will not return or increase their usage again.

•

The costs of resource adequacy remain artificially high due to a lack of
selling by large entities in the year-ahead compliance process.
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•

The cost of construction continues to escalate at a high rate. Note that
if construction costs begin to stabilize or even slow their rate of
increase instead, the capital expenses in the budget could be lower.
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440,000
531,000

General and Administration

1,144,000

Outreach and Communications

Customer Service

3,661,000

150,393,000

959,000

3,089,000

146,345,000

180,202,000

Personnel

Product Subtotal

Service Fees to PG&E

Data Management

Cost of Energy and Scheduling3

Product

EXPENDITURES

Total Revenues

62,000
946,000

Interest Income

1,927,000

412,000

176,855,000

BAAQMD Grant

CEC Grant Proceeds

EverGreen Premium (net of allowance)

2

Electricity Sales1 (net of allowance)

REVENUES & OTHER SOURCES

Expected
Actuals
FY18-19

505,000

343,000

898,000

4,040,000

155,958,000

961,000

3,158,000

151,839,000

184,361,000

1,011,000

100,000

4,760,000

451,000

178,039,000

DRAFT
Budget
FY19-20

Minor cuts to supplies and equipment purchases.

Cuts to voluntary customer outreach and communication.

Cuts to donations and advertising.

Includes COO, Compliance and Risk Officer

This grant contributes to the Advanced Energy Rebuild.

Second year of grant proceeds increases significantly.

See write-up for detailed notes on sales.

Comments
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85,000

Legislative

Total Expenditures
Revenues Less Expenditures

Programs Subtotal

Program Development and Evaluation

CEC Grant Program

4

Program Implementation

Programs

CalCCA Trade Association

Other Professional Services Subtotal

175,599,000
8,762,000

15,216,000

12,040,000

50,000

8,960,000

3,030,000

440,000

1,375,000

160,000

78,000

211,000

926,000

DRAFT
Budget
FY19-20

164,986,000

7,025,000

100,000

2,415,000

4,510,000

400,000

1,392,000

160,000

204,000

Accounting

Other consultants

943,000

Legal, Regulatory and Compliance

Other Professional Services

EXPENDITURES – continued

Expected
Actuals
FY18-19

See write-up on investment into Advanced Energy Center.

Scaling back on general program implementation.

Comments
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The difference between the CEC Grant Proceeds and Grant Expenses is SCP’s cash
portion of the matching funds, and is budgeted to be $4,200,000.

Includes NetGreen costs, ProFIT payments, California ISO fees and schedule
coordination.

3

4

Incremental revenues from participating EverGreen customers for the premium on
100% renewable energy produced in Sonoma or Mendocino Counties.

Collateral will now be posted from the Collateral Reserves.

2

62,000

Comments

Mainly funds invested in headquarters building.

Forecast sales for 2019-2020 are 2,470,000 MWh, including an allowance of 0.5% of
sales for uncollectible accounts.

12,617,000

184,299,000

0

1,409,000
167,585,000

8,700,000

8,762,000

15,216,000

1,190,000

175,599,000

164,986,000

DRAFT
Budget
FY19-20

1

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance

Total Expenditures, Other Uses

OTHER USES
Capital Outlay
Collateral Deposits (net outflow)

Total Expenditures
Revenues Less Expenditures

Expected
Actuals
FY18-19

INFORMATION ONLY - SUPPLEMENTAL TO THE DRAFT BUDGET
Details on the draft budget are provided in this section along with projections
of the next five years. For the purpose of this projection, SCP’s customer rates
for energy and demand are assumed to remain flat until July 2021 and then
rise 2% each year. While the table shown reflects a reasonable estimate of
future costs, it is important to stress that actual revenues and expenses will
vary from this forecast.
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Further detail on each of the proposed budget categories follows.

REVENUES AND OTHER SOURCES
The primary source of income is from the retail sale of electricity to CleanStart
and EverGreen customers. Customers of both of these programs provide all of
the Electricity Sales income. EverGreen costs 2.5 cents per kWh over the cost
of CleanStart, and provides 100% renewable energy from sources in Sonoma
and Mendocino Counties. The EverGreen premium pays for the purchase of
local sources of renewable geothermal and solar, and is not intended to
produce surplus income.
The total sales are based on SCP rate changes that result in equal total bill
costs with PG&E bundled customer rates across all rates. The PCIA and PG&E
rates that will be effective in the FY2019-2020 fiscal year are still unknown and
staff has made some assumptions regarding these figures. The SCP rates
generating equal total bill costs were based on the following PG&E rates and
fees:
•
•
•
•

January 1, 2019 effective generation rates
March 1, 2019 effective franchise fees
March 1, 2019 effective non-generation rates
ERRA (Energy Resource Recovery Account) November update PCIA
fees.

Given the unknown value of these PG&E rates and fees, staff made the most
reasonable assumptions available, however as noted previously in this staff
report, these will change over the next few months. The updated PG&E rates
and fees will change the SCP rates required to achieve equal rates and thus
the budgeted revenue. Staff expects to have updated PG&E rates and fees by
May or June 2019.
The total sales estimate is based on 87% of eligible customers (and load)
participating in SCP. The net financial performance of SCP is not sensitive to
small changes in the rate of participation because a majority of expenses are
proportional to the load served. In other words, income and expenses
generally tend to go up and down together.
An estimate of 0.5% is used for the portion of billings that will never be
collected. Revenues shown in the budget are net of this reduction.
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EXPENDITURES
Product
Cost of Energy and Scheduling includes all of the various services purchased
from the power market through our suppliers. This includes 2,640,000 MWh
of energy, capacity, green attributes, scheduling services, CAISO fees and
other miscellaneous power market expenses. The volume of purchased
energy is between 5% and 8% greater than the volume sold because of
normal system losses. The following figure shows the breakdown of
forecasted energy use for customer class:

SCP has entered into contracts that will meet approximately 95% of its
expected energy requirements through the full fiscal year, meaning that
energy costs are reasonably well known, although changes in energy market
prices will still have an impact on SCP’s costs.
SCP’s current suppliers for energy and capacity include Constellation,
Calpine, RE Mustang, RE Mustang 3, Golden Hills North, NextEra, Calpeak,
Shell, Powerex, 3 Phases, Transalta, PG&E, GE Power, Tenaska,
CleanPowerSF, Monterey Bay Community Power, Peninsula Clean Energy
Authority, Silicon Valley Clean Energy, The Energy Authority, Turlock
Irrigation District, and Southern California Edison.
SCP also has suppliers through the ProFIT local feed-in tariff program. SCP’s
ProFIT feed-in tariff program was authorized by the Board of Directors to
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contract with local renewable energy suppliers up to $600,000 per year in
above-CleanStart expenses. This was translated into 6 MW of capacity, which
formed the basis for contracting. 2 MW of solar are currently in operation, 1
MW of solar is expected to come online in the next few months, and an
additional 3 MW of solar projects are expected to come online in FY20192020. Because the EverGreen premium pays for the purchase of these local
sources, the quantity of ProFIT projects could be increased in the future if
EverGreen participation increases. SCP is actively working with the member
cities and counties to increase EverGreen participation.
Major amounts of SCP’s customer load are also served by customer-owned
solar arrays. Small amounts also reduce the load of other SCP customers
through NetGreen overproduction. None of this production is reportable on
SCP’s Power Content Label, however, because it is treated as a load
reduction rather than supply energy under California regulations.
Energy is procured for over 90% of the forecast load through December
2020. The primary price risks are therefore related to forecast error, changes
in rates of customer participation, variable generation output of solar and
wind resources, generation curtailment risks, forward pricing peak and offpeak unhedged energy, and legislative and regulatory risks (e.g., PCIA fees).
Overall, SCP is in a strong financial position. The primary known risk is that
new legislation or regulations could be passed that drive up customer costs,
for example by limiting SCP’s ability to participate in competitive electric
markets or by imposing compliance burdens that are intended to drive out
competition from small electric providers.
Based on current rates of participation by net-metered customers and
payouts in 2017 and 2018, the total payout amount forecast for SCP’s
NetGreen customers is estimated to be about $1,090,000 for the fiscal year.
SCP staff are beginning to explore how to help solar customers as time-ofuse rates shift the value of production into the evening hours, and will be
bringing program proposals to the Committee and Board in the next year or
two to address this.
Scheduling Coordinator services are provided by Shell Energy North
America. The charges for this service are included together with energy and
resource adequacy. After electric power is scheduled for delivery to
customers and ultimately consumed by those customers, the actual electric
consumption must be trued up against the forecasted and scheduled energy.
This true up occurs through the settlement process, or “settlements.”
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Settlements also entail addressing a number of other market and regulatory
requirements. The impact on budgeting is that invoices and credits occur
several months (and sometimes up to two years) following a given month of
service.
Data Management is a broad scope of services provided by contract through
Calpine Energy Solutions, including billing data validation, bill coordination
with PG&E, billing management of special programs (e.g., NetGreen and
ProFIT), call center services and billing technical support, customer
enrollment database management, move-in/move-out services, CAISO data
preparation, WREGIS data preparation, and many support functions related
to data reporting.
SCP's Data Management contract with Calpine Energy Solutions was
presented, reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors November 7,
2013 and continues through April 30, 2022.
Service Fees to PG&E consist of a charge of $0.35 per account per month
(including a $0.21 per account service fee and a $0.14 per account meter data
management fee). There are also numerous small fees associated with data
requests. The fees cover PG&E’s costs associated with additional data
processing and bill coordination, and are mandatory and regulated by the
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC).
Personnel
Personnel costs include all of the salaries, benefits, workers compensation
premiums and payroll taxes for staff, and are based on adding the following
positions relative to March 2019: Chief Operating Officer, Compliance and
Risk Officer, and Executive Assistant.
Outreach and Communications
The attached budget draft assumes that nearly all marketing efforts will focus
on Lead Locally/the Advanced Energy Center. Other marketing focuses
include Advanced Energy Rebuild, GridSavvy and other programmatic
support.
The Community Memberships and Outreach budget has been reduced by
$50,000 from the current FY (an 18% reduction). The Advanced Energy
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Center’s classroom affords SCP an opportunity to give back to our local
communities without separate financial investment, and will be a key strategy
in stretching this year’s more modest Community Outreach budget.
SCP will continue to focus on increasing the authority’s reach and relevance
to the Hispanic community and other key groups and also on supporting
nonprofit events and efforts which provide exposure and visibility for SCP as
a committed community partner.
Similarly, SCP will continue to reinforce brand awareness through SCP’s
consistent public relations and social media platforms, and will continue to
provide leadership within the community choice industry by taking a lead role
in CalCCA committees, groups and events.
Outreach and Communications
General Advertising & Media
Campaigns and program support
Consultants
Community memberships & outreach
Collateral & miscellaneous
Outreach and Communications Total

Estimated Detail
512,500
158,000
61,500
140,000
26,000
$ 898,000

Customer Service
This subcategory includes required customer noticing and local business and
industry development.
Customer Noticing
There are several kinds of official mailed notices SCP provides to its
customers. Outside of enrollment rollouts, the following notices are mailed
out to applicable customers:







Move-in notice postcard (weekly)
Move-in notice letter (weekly)
EverGreen confirmation notices (weekly)
NetGreen welcome (weekly)
Opt-out confirmation - immediate notice (weekly)
Opt-out confirmation – 6 month notice (weekly)
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Late payment notices (monthly)
Joint Rate Comparison with SCP and PG&E information (annually)
California Energy Commission’s Power Content Label (annually)
As needed, special rate notices (e.g., E7 closure and options)

The budget reflects the approximately 1,250 letters mailed every week plus
the required annual mailings.
Business and Industry Development
The Customer Service team also works with SCP’s local business and industry
groups through memberships and sponsorships to increase awareness of SCP
and improve relationships. SCP participates in many events that raise money
and awareness for local businesses, such as the food, wine, and agricultural
industries. An aspect of SCP teams’ key business requires reoccurring
meetings with other CCA counterparts, stakeholder groups and PG&E to
coordinate joint business and facilitate unique client needs.
Community engagement is a high priority and partnering with Santa Rosa
Junior College to administer the SCP Spirit of Entrepreneurship Grant aims to
enhance community relations and build stronger ties locally with the College,
student population and future work force of our community. This competitive
grant is facilitated via SCP staff and will work with various student
participants and Business department staff to ultimately select up to three
top performing “ideas” to receive the award. The frequency of issuance will be
on an annual basis during the spring semester “Pitch Contest”, even though
the business course is aimed to be offered each semester. Students
participating in the fall semester course can present their ideas during the
spring semester should they so choose.
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Customer Noticing
Confirmation letters
Annual Required Notices
Other Noticing
Customer Noticing Subtotal (rounded)

Estimated Detail
64,742
108,184
9,975
183,000

Business & Industry Development
Memberships/sponsorships
Events (Participation)
Customer Appreciation/Development
SCP Grant Fund
Miscellaneous
Biz & Industry Development Subtotal
(rounded)
Total Customer Service

34,194
35,860
28,600
55,000
6,600
160,000
$343,000

General and Administration
General and Administration includes ordinary business expenses such as rent,
meeting room rentals, parking and transit expenses, liability insurance, basic
office supplies, office phones, internet service, data service, minor equipment
costing less than $1,000, leases for printer/copiers, professional
development/training, conferences, memberships, dues and subscriptions,
travel, meals and miscellaneous operational expenses.
General and Administration
Office space and meeting/event rentals
Insurance
Misc. expenses and office supplies
Phones, internet, data and minor equipment
Conferences and professional development
Dues and subscriptions
Travel
Meals and entertainment
General and Administration Total
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Estimated Detail
191,000
8,000
50,000
51,000
22,000
145,000
20,000
18,000
505,000

Other Professional Services
Legal, Regulatory & Compliance. For FY 2019/2020, staff recommends a
Legal, Regulatory and Compliance Budget of $926,000. Staff’s budget
request for the Legal, Regulatory and Compliance budget line item:
 Combines the budgets for Legal, Regulatory and Compliance into oneline item, where previous years had a separate line item for regulatory;
 Continues to be driven in large part by the extraordinary circumstances
associated with PG&E’s Chapter 11 bankruptcy, which has required staff
to engage outside bankruptcy counsel and other outside legal
resources with related expertise in financing, CPUC/FERC regulatory
advice, and energy transactional matters;
 Will assist staff with management of overflow work on issues important
to SCP operations that are typically handled in house, when not
resource constrained internally due to demands associated with the
PG&E bankruptcy, such as public contracting and Lead Locally CEC
Grant, 431 E Street Construction;
 Allows the legal department to continue to provide certain specialized
transactional, regulatory, advisory and compliance-related services to
SCP departments the legal department provides in typical years, such
as participation in ongoing CPUC regulatory proceedings and
specialized energy transactional review.
With the legal, regulatory and compliance budget, approximately 39% is
estimated to be related to the PG&E bankruptcy, 35% is associated with
general agency regulatory advocacy and compliance, 13% is expected to be
required in connection with energy procurement transactional advice and the
remaining 13% is related to other routine SCP operational matters and special
projects, ranging from general transactional support, human resources advice,
and analysis associated with the new SCP headquarters and other Programs
department efforts such as the Lead Locally CEC grant.
Accounting. Accounting includes services from three different providers.
Maher Accountancy provides the day-to-day accounting for SCP, including
generation of financial statements and consolidated reports. Maher’s current
fee is $9,350 per month plus a one-time fee of $13,900, and is expected to
rise slightly next year. The County’s Auditor Controller Treasurer Tax
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Collector’s (ACTTC) office provides internal auditing and control for SCP and
bills its time at cost, estimated to be less than $10,000 for the year. Pisenti &
Brinker serves as SCP’s third-party, independent, outside auditor. Last year
Pisenti’s costs were $21,800, so staff have assumed a small increase for
inflation for this fiscal year.
Legislative. Legislative covers SCP’s Sacramento legislative lobbyist, and
coverage for tracking and advancing bills in the legislative session. This
category has been decreasing in expenditures as contributions to the
statewide CalCCA trade association allows that organization to take on more
of this work.
Other Consultants. Other Consultants covers costs related to outside services
needed for basic internal operations, such as: IT services/repairs, nighttime
security for the building at 431 E Street, administration fees for our insurance
benefits and retirement plans, consultants for mandatory training, and the
collection agency SCP uses for past-due accounts.

CalCCA
The CalCCA trade association is an important entity for sharing the costs of
legislative and regulatory work. The association has been instrumental in
improving SCP’s effectiveness at the CPUC on matters including the PCIA,
resource adequacy, and in the legislature on organizing and providing
direction to lobbyists and requesting action. CalCCA now has six full time
staff, and we expect further improvements in the association’s service to SCP
and the other public CCA power providers around California.

Programs
Over the past year, SCP successfully completed the DriveEV program and
implemented the Advanced Energy Rebuild Program. The list below indicates
the programs we intend to administer in the upcoming fiscal year. Many of
these are continuing programs from the current year.
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Customer Benefits

SCP Benefits

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
CalEVIP – Work with the
CEC to implement their EV
charging station incentive
program.

Increase the number of
Level 2 and 3 EV charging
stations in SCP territory.

Increase electricity sales
and net revenues while
decreasing emissions.

GridSavvy – Create
aggregated load resource
with EV charging
equipment and schedule
into CAISO markets.

Potential to earn cash
rewards over time. Pride of
helping support more
renewable energy on the
grid.

Increases ability to shape
system load. Potential to
meet portion of RA
obligation. Supports lower
emissions by allowing more
renewable sources in
portfolio.

Non-Profit EV Incentive –
Provide an incentive for
non-profits to purchase EV
and PHEV vehicles.

Support of worthy nonprofits.

Increased exposure
through marketing and
reduction of GHG
emissions.

Transit Electrification Study
– Assist local transit
agencies in determining
their infrastructure and
equipment needs to meet
upcoming electrification
requirements.

Reduced costs and
emissions from transit
activities.

Increase electricity sales
and net revenues while
decreasing emissions.

School Programs – teacher
training, education
materials development, inclass programs.

Increase commitment in
SCP, awareness of issues,
and value to schools. Instill
a culture of efficiency in
school-age children.

Increase awareness of SCP.
Educate children on
climate change and energy
efficiency.

SWITCH EV Program –
placement of EV kit cars in
CTE programs of local high
schools.

Increase commitment in
SCP, awareness of issues,
and value to schools, while
developing STEM skills.

Increase awareness of
clean power science and
career opportunities. Longterm investment in
promoting technical
capabilities needed for
clean energy operations.

EDUCATION

BUILDING EFFICIENCY & DECARBONIZATION
Assistance to Commercial
Customers – Provide an
expert in energy efficiency
to audit the energy use of
commercial customers.

Provide assistance to
commercial customers in
identifying energy
efficiency measures.
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Low cost program that will
build brand loyalty.

Customer Benefits

SCP Benefits

Assistance to Fire ReBuilding Effort – In
partnership with PG&E and
BAAQMD, create an
incentive program for
home re-building. The
Advanced Energy Rebuild
Program

Provide incentives to
homeowners re-building in
the fire zones to achieve
2020 building codes.

Advances SCP’s goals for
reducing GHG emissions
through fuel switching.

DIY Tool Kits – Placement
of energy efficiency tool
kits in County libraries for
customers to check out.

Easy, fun way to learn
about energy efficiency in
homes and save money on
utility bills.

Low cost program that will
build brand loyalty.

Induction Cooktop Lending
Program – Lending
Induction cooktops from
multiple locations to
promote fuel
switching/efficiency.

Easy way for customers to
try out induction cooking.
Survey results indicate a
high conversion rate due to
the program.

Advances SCP’s goals for
reducing GHG emissions
through fuel switching.
Low cost program that will
build brand loyalty.

CEC Grant administration –
Managing the
implementation of the
grant and creation of an
energy efficiency
Marketplace.

Exposure of customer to
cutting edge energy
efficiency products and the
ability to purchase and
install them.

Advances SCP’s goals for
reducing GHG emissions
through fuel switching.
Increase brand awareness
and customer loyalty.

Increased opportunities to
use new technologies, earn
market revenues, and
support lower emission
sources.

Potential to shape system
load and lower total costs
to customers over time.
Increased ability to meet
RA obligations and achieve
high amounts of
renewables.

FLEXIBLE LOAD
Demand Response
Program – Develop general
tools for managing diverse
kinds of aggregated
resources. GridSavvy
Community.

DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES

Misc. Contracts (CCP,
Etc.)

Provide resources and
education to customers
considering distributed
resources.
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Potential to shape system
load and lower total costs
to customers over time.
Increased ability to meet
RA obligations and
achieve high amounts of
renewables. Customer
education.

Programs

Estimated Detail

Electric Vehicles
CalEVIP
CleanCharge
Non-Profit Vehicle Incentive
Transit Electrification Study

Electric Vehicle Subtotal

500,000
500,000
50,000
100,000
1,150,000

Education
School Programs
SWITCH Program
Misc Education Tools/Support

Education Subtotal

275,000
75,000
15,000
365,000

Energy Efficiency in Buildings
Assistance to Commercial Customers
Assistance to Fire Re-Building Efforts
DIY Tool Kits

Energy Efficiency in Buildings Subtotal
Demand Response Program
CEC Grant Administration
Misc. Contracts
Programs Total

60,000
1,000,000
30,000
1,090,000
200,000
8,960,000
275,000
12,040,000*

*NOTE: Grant proceeds from CEC contribute $4,760,000 toward above costs.

Advanced Energy Center Leasehold Improvements
A significant portion of the California Energy Commission grant that SCP
received is targeted toward the creation of the Advanced Energy Center in
downtown Santa Rosa. Due to the constraints of the grant process, we were
not able to include more than $509,000 in the application for tenant
improvements (the grant process requires that any contractor receiving over
$100,000 in the grant be identified at the time of application. Also, as a
public agency, SCP is required to bid the tenant improvement contract and
therefore could not identify the contractor at the time of grant application.)
Combined with the higher cost of construction since the grant application
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was made, this means a higher amount of tenant improvement costs will likely
fall to SCP than originally planned.
Initial professional estimates for tenant improvements are running at
$2.7 million. These are initial, planning level estimates and are deliberately
conservative to try to account for all contingencies. Many of the costs
included in the initial estimate are expected to come down slightly due to
value engineering. However, this estimate is still about $700,000 higher than
SCP initially estimated. That early estimate included the $509,000 in the
original grant application and $1.5 million in assumed SCP tenant
improvement costs.
It is staff’s recommendation to proceed with construction of the Advanced
Energy Center for several reasons:
 SCP has a sole right to take over operation of the Advanced Energy
Center and continue operating it at the end of the three-year CEC grant;
 The use of a storefront/showroom/training center has many uses for
SCP that can evolve with SCP’s programs;
 The annual operating costs of the Center, including staffing, utilities,
lease, security, insurance and related expenses is expected to be under
$400,000 per year in 2022, making it a potentially valuable resource to
continue using.

OTHER USES
Capital Outlay is for equipment costing in excess of $1,000, including
computers, printers and furniture. However, SCP’s capital investment in its
owned headquarters building is 98% of this line item for FY2019-20.
Collateral Deposits used to be included as an “Other Use” but are now
recorded as coming out of SCP’s Collateral Reserve fund rather than a budget
line item.
DEBT SERVICE
SCP currently carries no debt.
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NET INCREASE/ (DECREASE) IN AVAILABLE FUND BALANCE
The allocation of surplus funds is governed by the adopted Financial Policy
B2. The policy generally indicates that net surplus funds (if any) are dedicated
to Operating/Credit Reserves, Program Reserves, and a Collateral Reserve.
This proposed budget produces an estimated 4.8% of Revenues Less
Expenditures, so may comply with the spirit of Policy B2. However, the
proposed budget would require the Board to make an exemption because of
the significant capital expenses, and therefore the lack of a cash contribution
to reserves.
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APPENDIX
Financial Policy B2
The SCPA Board of Directors has Financial Policy B2 to govern the planning
for reserves and uses of net income. Due to the large capital investments in
this coming fiscal year, staff are recommending the Board of Directors
suspend the requirement to contribute to reserves for a period of one year.
(See attachment)
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Financial Policy B.2

Available Fund Balance, and Operating, Program and Collateral Reserves
SCP has an Operating Reserve for the purpose of supporting agency credit, a
Program Reserve that allows multi-year program funding commitments, and a
Collateral Reserve to allow the posting of collateral for energy and related
purchases.
Target balances are:
Operating Reserve

50% of total annual budgeted expenses

Program Reserve 10% of total annual budgeted expenses
Collateral Reserve

10% of annual energy expenditures

Prior to reaching these targets, the following shall apply to Sonoma Clean
Power Authority’s financial management:
1) Rate Setting and Budgeting:
A. If rates can be kept competitive with PG&E, a minimum of 3% of
revenues shall be recovered through rates to provide for the
Operating Reserve, Program Reserve and Collateral Reserve, and
reduce financial risk. Rates shall be deemed competitive if SCP’s
average retail generation rate 1, inclusive of all fees 2, is not more than
2% above PG&E’s average retail generation rate3.
B. If rates cannot be kept competitive per the definition in 1.A, then the
additional amount to be recovered through rates shall be reduced so
that SCP’s average retail rate is no more than PG&E’s average retail
rate. However, the withdrawal of cash reserves to reduce rates
should only be done in cases where the Board makes three findings
(1) the use of reserves to reduce rates is likely to be needed because
of a short-term reason, and unlikely to be needed in subsequent
years; (2) there is a material likelihood that SCP or its customers
would be significantly harmed without the use of reserves, and (3)
the benefit is greater than the potential credit downgrade from use
of the reserves.
2) Allocating the Increase in Available Fund Balance, if any:

1

The Average Retail Generation Rate is the total revenue collected for generation divided by
the total kilowatt-hours of energy sold.

2

All fees separately charged to SCP customers as determined by the CPUC. Today this
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment and a Franchise Fee.

3

See footnote #1.

Adopted: June 5, 2014
Amended: January 8, 2015, June 4, 2015 and April 5, 2018
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A. 75% to Operating Reserves to support credit and mitigate financial
risks.
B. 15% to Program Reserves to support programs that have financial
commitments which extend beyond the current fiscal year consistent
with SCPA’s mission. Program Reserve usage must be authorized by the
SCPA Board of Directors with prior review by the Community Advisory
Committee.
C. 10% to the Collateral Reserves to provide a source of collateral for
purchasing energy and energy-market products.
Annual Increase in Available Fund Balance shall be determined based on
information reported in the annual audited financial statements. Available
fund balance at the end of a fiscal year is equal to assets convertible or
expected to be converted into cash within 90 days.
When one or two of the reserve targets are met, greater percentages shall be
contributed to the unmet target(s) at the Board’s direction.
Upon reaching the target balances, rates and budgets shall be set to maintain
the target balances.

Adopted: June 5, 2014
Amended: January 8, 2015, June 4, 2015 and April 5, 2018
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Staff Report – Item 06

To:

Sonoma Clean Power Authority Board of Directors

From:

Rachel Kuykendall, Senior Programs Manager

Item:

Recommend Board Authorization for the CEO to Negotiate and
Execute Agreement with NRTC to Provide Smart Thermostats for
the GridSavvy Community

Date:

April 4, 2019

Requested Actions
Staff requests that the SCP Board of Directors (“Board”) Delegate
Authority to the Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”) to negotiate and
execute a contract with NRTC to add smart thermostats to the GridSavvy
Community, consistent with the parameters in this staff report, including
an aggregate not-to-exceed amount of $189,500 over the term.
Discussion
In Summer of 2017, SCP staff began conversations with Olivine, Inc.
around the potential for the creation of a distributed energy resource
(“DER”) platform and assistance with bidding DERs into California
Independent System Operator (“CAISO”) markets. SCP’s goals for the
program included:
 Make demand response (“DR”) easy for SCP customers. Customers
should be able to easily enroll, unenroll, and transition between
multiple demand response offerings.
 Allow multiple providers and their technologies to participate.
Private companies offering DER products, controls and software
should see the SCP DER Community as a valuable means of
accelerating customer adoption, and this value is greater than
“capturing” a customer by making it difficult for them to leave a
current program.
 Build a portfolio of resources. Provide a variety of technologies
and resources that can participate in CAISO markets and, eventually
serve as resource adequacy (“RA”) resources for SCP.
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 Mitigate compliance risk. SCP could face liability for poorly
performing actors in the DR space relating to CAISO compliance.
Generally, DER market participation causes a load deduction which
must be integrated into SCP’s CAISO load forecast. When 3rd party
providers do not file their program impacts through SCP, then SCP
is liable for the error in forecast caused by the 3rd party.
This program, which became the GridSavvy Community, has deployed
over 2,300 residential electric vehicle (“EV”) chargers to SCP customers
since November 2016 through an online webstore. Each of these EV
chargers is able to receive a remote signal to ramp up or down charging
speed based on grid needs. Currently, 686 of SCP’s customers with EV
chargers are actively participating in demand response events, where
charging is curtailed for 1-2 hours.
Incorporating Smart Thermostats Into the GridSavvy Community
Late last year, SCP Programs staff began conversations with the National
Rural Telecommunications Cooperative (“NRTC”), an organization which
primarily represents rural co-operatives. NRTC has an existing
agreement in place with Google, who manufacturers the Nest thermostat.
Through their existing partnership, NRTC offers its members a $50
discount on demand-response capable Nest thermostats. Staff is seeking
to piggyback off of the NRTC-Google arrangement to be able to add
smart thermostats into SCP’s GridSavvy Community, with the following
initial program structure:
 Limit 1 thermostat per account.
 Customer must sign up for demand response if ordering a
thermostat through the SCP webstore.
 Customer is provided a $50 instant discount on price of thermostat.
 Once activated as a demand response resource for any participating
GridSavvy technology, customer receives a $5/month bill credit.
The $5/month bill credit does not increase if the customer connects
multiple devices (i.e.: both a charger and a thermostat)
Note that program structure may change over the life of the GridSavvy
Community program.
Delegation of Authority to the CEO to Negotiate and Execute a Contract
with NRTC
In order to take advantage of the NRTC relationship with Google and
associated discounts on Nest Thermostats, SCP would need to enter into
a contract with NRTC. The terms and conditions of the NRTC Agreement
differ from SCP’s standard provisions. Staff requested changes to the
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agreement in key areas to eliminate or reduce the impact of unfavorable
provisions on SCP. While NRTC did make some modifications, they
indicated they were unable to change other aspects of the NRTC
agreement because they are flow-down provisions from NRTC’s
agreement with Google. Staff is nevertheless recommending the NRTC
agreement to the BOD because staff has concluded that the advantages
of being able to offer Nest Thermostats as part of the GridSavvy Program
outweigh the potential risks and impacts associated with the nonstandard NRTC agreement.
Staff requests that the Board delegate authority to the CEO to negotiate
and execute contract with NRTC substantially in the form attached to this
staff report. Such delegation to negotiate and execute an agreement with
NRTC would be subject to the conditions set forth below:
 An aggregate not-to-exceed amount of $189,500 over the term of
the Agreement. Of this amount, $46,000 is anticipated for program
startup fees and $143,500 is anticipated for hardware and shipping
fees, which will be collected from customers through the GridSavvy
Community webstore.
 An initial term for the agreement through June 30, 2020.
 Delegate authority to the CEO to negotiate further amendments to
the agreement to address programmatic needs, add new
technologies or make other adjustments provided the amendment
does not otherwise revise the aggregate not-to-exceed amount or
the agreement term.
 The agreement, and any subsequent amendments are in a form
approved by the General Counsel.
The CAC unanimously recommended that the Board delegate this
authority at their March 25, 2019 meeting. CAC discussion around this
item centered on concerns about working with a sole thermostat vendor.
Unlike the EV chargers where one software vendor (eMotorWerks)
offered multiple hardware options, the thermostat software is unique from
vendor to vendor, necessitating multiple vendor negotiations and
contracts. Work is underway to add other thermostat vendors to the
GridSavvy Community.
Attachments
 NRTC Contract

Attachments for this item can be accessed through this link
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